ABSTRACT
In general, it is based on repeated rounds of transformation that alter input plaintext to encryptedtext or ciphertext output. Each round consists of several functions and always includes a depending on the roundsecretkey. Multiple roundsestablish inverse transforming ciphertext into the original, using the same secret key. AES has 128 -bit block size, and a key length is 128, 192 or 256 bits, relying on to the number of rounds for the algorithm. It is using a byte array known asthe state of (4x4)size in each cycle of the encryption / decryption process. The majority of the algorithm calculations is accomplished in finite fields [2, 3] .
At AES, the MixColumns transformation is the most important function within the linear unit of symmetric encryption algorithms.Itis themajor source of diffusion in the AES block cipher. Each column is dealt with as a polynomial through GF (2 ଼ ), and then modulo‫ݔ‬ ସ + 1is multiplied by a fixed polynomial c (x) ‫ݔ3=‬ ଷ + ‫ݔ‬ ଶ + ‫ݔ‬ + 2.The inverse of this polynomial is ܿ ିଵ ሺ‫ݔ‬ሻ = ‫ݔ11‬ ଷ + ‫ݔ31‬ ଶ + ‫ݔ9‬ + 14. The MixColumnsprocedure can be executed by multiplying a coordinate vector following circulated MDS matrix
The multiplication operation is performed as complicated addition operation is a simple XOR operation Galois field. Figure 1 shows the AES MixColumntransformation The linear and differential cryptanalysis is can beissuedswitho standard techniques of differential and linear cryptanalysis. From the analysis of resistance to differential and linear cryptanalysis, it was and key-dependent permutation transformation is resistance of block cipher against the differential and linear attacks, since the known transformations. The detailed specifically the structure that is completely support the block cipher to be resistance over numerous rounds is regarded dependent transformations output differences rely on additional key used. In additional different key values, there are unrelated differentials over multiple rounds and therefore diverse linear differential trails. As current linear and differential techniques of cryptanalysis.
Although many previous works on enhancing the security of attacks, no singlework has proposed a inspired techniques. performed as complicated operation using the multiplied while XOR operation, as the math of the operation is made Figure 1 shows the AES MixColumntransformation [4] . From the analysis differential and linear cryptanalysis, it was deduced that the random, unknown dependent permutation transformation is considered as a good feature in enhancing the resistance of block cipher against the differential and linear attacks, since these attacks detailed properties of substitution and permutation functions, completely dynamic and unknown to the cryptanalyst, support the block cipher to be resistance to attacks. For the attacker, differential and linear trail regarded as afundamental requirement, and in the reality output differences rely on additional key used. In addition, for additional different key values, there are unrelated differentials over multiple rounds and therefore diverse linear differential trails. As a result, it is difficult for the attacker to utilize the current linear and differential techniques of cryptanalysis. previous works on enhancing the security of the AES block cipher has proposed a MixColumns that is designed or created using new technique for obtaining a powerful key on operations that have been inspired from really biological DNA processes. Subsequently, it tested the new transformationusing the NIST randomness tests for the 
DNA BACKGROUND
DNA (Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid) is a molecule that characterizes the genetic material for every living organism. It is assumed as the genetic drawing of living or existing creatures. A singlestrand of DNA consists of a chain of molecules known as bases, defined as four letters {A, C, G, and T} [5, 6] . One of the most fundamentalcharacteristics of the DNA strand series is that it is oriented; as a result, ATCGTACT is distinct from TCATGCTA.
The DNA strands exist as pairs as (G) associated with (C) and (A) associated with (T) figuringcomponents named base pairs. The reverse DNA strands representing the opposite of the strand bases; for example, AGCTAGGCATAA becomes AATACGGATCGA, while the complement of the strands can be represented as A¯ ≡ T and C¯ ≡ G. Therefore, GCATAA will become TTATGC [7, 9] . The DNA segment consists of two parts named as Exon, and Entron respectively.
CENTRAL DOGMA
The central dogma process of the DNA strand bases is one of the main methods that characterize the biology DNA system. It comprises of operations on DNA and RNA (Ribonucleic acid), including transcription, translation, and replication. The DNA segment consists of parts: Coded parts (Exon) and non-coding parts (Intron).
The process of the central dogma of molecular biology can be described in Figure 2 , in which the genes' information glides into proteins [10] . In this paper, the creation of a key-dependent MixColums is based on and inspired by transcription process.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper the proposed MixColumns transformation will refer to as a key-dependent MixColumns transformation ‫ܶ_ܯ݀ܭ(‬ ).
This ‫ܶ_ܯ݀ܭ(‬ ), willrely on the key cipher ‫ܭ(‬ ), which is differentin each round (r).
In the original AES, the MDS matrix of the MixColumns transformation remainspermanent for all rounds, whilethe proposed method the MDS matrix will be changed for each round according to the key cipher.
To explain the proposed method, we first used the AES original MDS matrix as a base matrixas shown in Figure 3 . There are two ways to use the key Kr for the ‫ܶ_ܯ݀ܭ(‬ ), The first one is to use four bytes of the key such that have taken the values ranging between 0, and 3, while the second way is to use only one byte of the key. In the both ways the key values are stored withinMOK matrix.
The applying of MOK on the MDS matrix to generate a new MDS matrix for each round is inspired by the real DNA transcription process as shown in Figure 2 . According to this procedure the skipped columns will be regarded as Introns while the left behind columns will be considered as Exon. The values of MOK will state the number of columns that will be skipped representing the number of Intron. The generating method which called columns transcription is performed by skipping a number of columns of the MDS matrix according to the amount exist in the MOK
First:MOK with four bytes (values):
For the first way (four bytes), the following procedure will be performed to obtain the ‫ܶ_ܯ݀ܭ(‬ ),
The work of this process will be done according to the key stored in MOK, and the values of the MDS matrix's first row.
The columns of this matrixwill be shifted according to the key values as following:
If the key value = 1, then the row's values of theorigin MDS matrix will be shifted one positionto the right.
If the value of the key = 0, then the row'svalues of MDS will not change. In this case thevalue within the MOK(which could be 0, 3) as one byte of the key will specify a certain MDS matrix as showing in Figure 5 , The value of the key in MOK matrix indicates the number of columns of the first row of MDS that should be skipped, referring to biology, DNA concept the skipped columns are considered as (Intron) which are removed, while the remaining columns are considered as (Exon) through the transcription/ splice process
TEST AND RESULT

Correlation coefficient
The correlation coefficient involves values ranging from (-1 and +1). According to [11] the following values are in a good range for explicating the correlation coefficient as stated in Table  1 .Note that this paper considers the two variables of plaintext (p) and ciphertext (c) 
where: s is the entire number of bits, p ୧ ,c ୧ are the chains of s measurements for p and c, p is bits value of plaintext, c is bits value of ciphertext, E(c) is mathematic anticipation of c.
The variance of p can be expressed by equation 2,
Lastly, the related coefficients r ୮ୡ can be expressed by equation 3,
The experiment examined theAES block cipher using the new ‫ܶ_ܯ݀ܭ(‬ ). The Scatter chart of the results is presented in Figure 6 . It illustrates that the majority of correlation values, at different rounds through the whole block cipher are near to 0, which indicates a strong positive (or negative) non-linear relationship. Only 0.007% are near to +1 or -1, in round 1, representing a weak positive (or negative) non-linear relationship. From the results, it can be inferred that the block cipher has an improved confusion performance. 
NIST Suite Randomness test
The randomness test is one of the security analysis to measure the confusion and the diffusion properties of the new encryption algorithm, as carried out in [12] [13] [14] [15] and [16] .
NIST Suite [17] is a statistical test suite for randomness by NIST used to assess the cryptographic algorithm. The suite test assesses whether the outputs of the algorithms under certain test condition exhibit properties that would be expected randomly generated outputs.
In order to evaluate the randomness of ciphertext, an experiment that included a set of data as random plaintext and random 16 byte key in the ECB mode was conducted. The 100 sequences of 1,059,584 bits were constructed and examined. The list of statistical tests applied throughout the experiments is illustrated in Table 2 . The proportion of sequences that passed a specific statistical test should lie above the proportion value p, defined in Equation (4) .
Where∝ is the significant value, n is the number of testing sequences.
For this experiment, the proportion value is:
Where n= 100, and ∝=0. 01.
The p-value readings for each round constructed is illustrated in Figure 7 . This figure demonstrates the randomness test for 15 statistical tests of block cipher that used the proposed MixColumnsfor three rounds. From this figure, at the end of the second and third rounds, all of the 41 statistical tests fall over 96.0150%, which is evidence that the output of the algorithm is completely random. 
CRYPTANALYSIS
The new MixColumns transformation is dynamic and its changing at each round according to round key-value this feature make the job harder for the attackers since the analysis of dynamic unit is more difficult than the static one. For the dynamic MixColumns, the attacker has the possibility of 2 n ! which consider a high number, that increasing the resistance of the algorithm against the attacks.The AES security factors plus the new security features applied by the proposed (KdM_T r ), are worked to enhance security of the block cipher.
CONCLUSION
In this paper a new dynamic key-dependent MixColumns transformation for AES block cipher was proposed with chosen byte or four bytes of the private key. The new transformation is not fixed, but changeable at each round according to the round key values. The MDS matrix of the MixColumns is changed according to this key. This unit was tested with the correlation coefficient and the 15 statistical randomness tests of NIST Test Suite. The analyzing of the obtained results showed that, this new transformation is more secure and resistance against the attacks, on which concluded that it is potential to employ it for an encryption. This will increases the stability of AES against linear and differential cryptanalysis.
